ALAIA
Natural, breezy, simple and soulful
St. Jean - 2 or 3 bedrooms - 3 bathrooms - Pool
The designer of the recently renovated Villa Alaia (ABE) has
perfected the art of subtraction. The beauty of this luxury rental
property lies not in what is there—although the Christian
Liaigre furnishings, the natural materials, and the inviting
textures are plenty appealing—but what is absent. Gone are
any sign of pretense, clutter, or complication. There are no TVs
in the bedrooms, which makes it easy to disconnect and
escape from distractions. Rather, the focus stays firmly where it
should be: on your loved ones and your carefree time on
vacation together.
The layout of Villa Alaia (ABE) is simple and intimate, well set up
for families or groups of friends to share time together and
have quiet, private quarters to which they can retreat. And its
location within St. Barth makes it very convenient. In St. Jean, it
is just a short drive down to Nikki Beach and the rest of the
social life in the area. (Sibarth’s concierge is ready to make
reservations, among many other special services.) Some guests
even walk. Does island living get any more simple?
The fully air-conditioned main house contains a living and
dining area with whitewashed wood paneling on the walls and
unfussy furniture, as well as a TV with the Dish Network, in case
you prefer not to be entirely cut off from the world. The
oversize dining table is generally set for four, although there is
room for additional chairs. The compact galley kitchen is open
to the dining area and features a blackboard on which guests
can express their artistic side.
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RATES

High Season 2019
15 Dec 2018 - 14 Apr 2019
2 bedrooms - Per Week = $ 8,800
3 bedrooms - Per Week = $ 9,900
New Year’s Day
01 Jan 2019
3 bedrooms - Per Week = $ 20,900
All bookings that include Christmas Day or New Year’s Day will be charged at the Holiday Rate
for a minimum of 14 days. Please ask one of our villa specialists for more details.
Summer Season 2019
15 Apr 2019 - 14 Dec 2019
2 bedrooms - Per Week = $ 6,050
3 bedrooms - Per Week = $ 6,930
Prices do not include 5% tax or 10% service fee.
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